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ANGLING

TRUSTMEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING (MOU) between

The Angling Trust

and

T he P rofess io nal A ng lers Assoeia fion

This is an agreement between the AT and the PAA.

I" PURPOSE & SCOPE

The purpose of this MOU is to clearly identifu the roles and responsibilities of each party as they relate

to their support for the development and growth of the sport of angling.

ln particular, this MOU is intended to help:-

,/ Grow the sport of angling
,/ Support the development of licensed angling coaches

./ Secure a sustainable future for angling
,/ Recruit and retain more anglers and encourage fishing to become a 'habit for life'

'/ Use angling to improve people's lives and bring communities together
,/ Support angling to become recognised for its role in improving health, reducing crime and

combatting antisocia I behaviou r.

"/ Share the messaging that fish and fishing are at the heart of a better environment

It. BACKGROUl\.!D

As the National Governing Body for angling, the AT is funded to deliver against both the 'Fishing for

Life' National Angling Strategy (NAS) and Sport England's Whole Sport Plan (WSP). Both strategies

highlight the importance of developing and growing the sport of angling. The NAS was published by

the AT in November 2o:'z with the support of the Environment Agency (EA) and informed by the

national surveys undertaken by the research company Substance. The AT WSP is supported by

research and data collected from national surveys with targets to grow the sport being developed from

the results. The PAA is a membership body which provides support nationally to a network of qualified

and licensed angling coaches who work to pqilote angling through the delivery of one-to-one

coacf rlngrsC-ssionsan?lr-Urnequscoachingevents.
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lhe ?ollowrng

NASIand WSP

and the PA,A.

MoU highlights how organisations will work together to drlve the outcomes of the

and is based on coordi collaborative and cornplernentary work between the AT
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The work delivered under this MoU will highlight how both organisations will work closer at regional and

national level.

,/ The AT will utilise the professional skills of PAA members who are licensed by the AT to deliver

Continuaus Professional Development events across England;

'/ The AT and the PAA will work tagether ta improve delivery, ollteoriles and monitoring of Nati*nal

Fishing Month {NFM) under a new delivery contract, funded by the rod licence as part of the

National Angling Strategic Services Project;
,/ The AT will support the PAA to ensure all safeguarding policies and procedures are established and

standa rds are maintained;
./ The PAA will agree actions to support the joint AT and GHoF Family Fishing initiatives;
'/ The two organisations will support each other's campaigns on specific issues of rnutual interest cr

concern;

'l Operational meetings will be convened to review progress with delivery plans and address any

issues as and when required;
./ This Memorandum of Understanding will be communicated to all AT staff, volunteers, regions and

fishery, coachlng and club members, and to PAA directors and members, to ensure that anyone

connected to the two crganisations is clear about the nature of the developing relationship;
,/ Both organisations will promate the aims, objectives, work and activities of each other and, where

relevant, direct relevant requests tc the other party. Communications to coaches licensed by the

AT will share the benefits of being a PAA member. This relationship is not exclusive, and either

organisation rnay work with other bodies in a similar way;

'/ AT and PAA will continue to develop partnerships with representatives of the wider sporting and

non-angling communities to promote angling participation and to raise awareness of the social,

community and economic benefits of angling;
"/ AT will make available to the PAA relevant policies to enable the PAA to align its own policies where

appropriate.

'/ The PAA will recognise coaching standards by ensuring all members coaching in England are

licensed by the Angling Trust.

V" IT IS MUTUALLY UNMERSTOSS AT{D AGREEN BY AND BHTWEEI''{ THT

PAffiTIHS TH&T:

1. If either the AT or the PAA wishes to modify this agreement then this should be done by contacting

the other party with a request. Modifications may only be made with the agreement of both

parties.

2. This agreement can be terminated by either party at any time following notification of the reasons

to the other party.

3. This agreement is nat legaiiy binding in any way.
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VI. EFFECTIVE DATE AND SIGNATURE

This MOU shall be effective upon the signature of the Angling Trust and the Professional Anglers

Association authorised officials. lt shall be in force from 6rh November 2016 until it is terminated or

modified.
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